
 
School Organizational Team Minutes 

November 16, 2017 
5:30 p.m. 

 
The Heckethorn Elementary School Organizational Team meeting was called to order at 5:32 pm on 
Thursday, November 16, 2017. The meeting was held in the school library.  
 
Members Present: 

Mike Houle, Principal 
Carlton Kirkpatrick, Chair 
Kathryn Hall, Vice Chair 
Lyn Halvorson, Scribe 
Sharla Humphrey, Member 
Caryn Grady, Member 
Jaylene Schoppmann, Member 
Jeanine Crane, Member 
 

Members Absent: 
Roselle Wilson, Member 
 

The agenda for this meeting was posted publically on the school website at heckethornschool.org in 
accordance with AB394 by Principal, Mike Houle.  
 
1. Welcome – All members were in attendance, except for Roselle Wilson. She has not yet attended a 

meeting a no one has heard from her. Assistant Principal, Traci McLaughlin was also present. 
Updated copies of the SOT Meeting Procedures and Norms were provided for binders. The standard 
meeting time on the “Norms” document needs to be corrected to 5:30 pm. 
 
1.2 Approval of Minutes --The prior meeting’s minutes were approved by consensus. 

2.0 Old Items  

2.1 Review any  FUNCTIONS OF THE SCHOOL ORGANIZATIONAL TEAM  

 Mike explained that the main role of the SOT is to provide guidance when the principal 

brings items of school business related to the budget and school performance plan. In the 

event of a change of administrator, this team is the group that will provide input and 

hire/approving a new one. A lot of other things will be discussed through the agenda, but 

those are the three main things. 



 The role of the SOT is further explained in the trainings provided on the CCSD reorganization 

Website. All members of the team should review them. 

 https://sites.google.com/nv.ccsd.net/ccsa-training 

3.0 New Items  

3.1 Update Status of School Performance Plan –The 2017-2018 school year plan was distributed 

and added to binders. Every year schools put together a plan with goals, objectives and action 

steps to move the school forward. Survey data and SBAC results are the metrics that guide the 

plan. This plan was updated from the prior year plan, but has not been finalized. Mike reviewed 

the plan and explained the components. 

 Summary Statement of how the analyzed data will impact the inquiry and action planning 

process 

o SBAC math data – We are outperforming district, but are midrange compared to 

schools in our area. We have work to do.   

o Reading ELA data – We compared favorably to the district, but have concern with 

the amount of 3rd graders that were non-proficient. There is a need for increased 

proficiency in grades K-3, in regards to the Read by Three law. We don’t have a state 

assessment for K-2, but do have some scores to measure their proficiency. The 

significant performance gap between highest performing group (Caucasian 73%) to 

lowest (Black 37%) is a concern at Heckethorn and throughout the district. 

o Student Survey from 4th and 5th graders – Most students feel parents are welcome in 

the school. There is concern with amount that feel bullying is a problem – 34%. It 

was a rough year throughout the district in regards to bullying, fighting, etc.  

 

 PRIORITY NEED/GOAL 1– increase K-3 proficiency rates in reading  

o Root Causes – need to refine the way teachers consistently unwrap standards 

o Objectives – increase percentage of students proficient as measured by SBAC in 3, 4 

and 5 by a specific numeric percentage 

 Although the goal is to increase K-3 proficiency, the measurable objectives 

do not address K-2. Grades 3-5 are the only grades measured by SBAC. 

 Traci suggested we might be able to use the MAP assessment data since it 

was purchased by the district and is nationally normed. 

 These objectives may be updated to better support the goal. Mike will look 

into this. 

o Action Plan and Monitoring Plan includes steps to involve professional 

development, family engagement and  curriculum/instruction assessment 

o An optional component to the plan has been included – ELL Title III Supplemental 

Service plan with a $2300 grant received to target small group instruction (21 

identified students) focusing on language development in reading and writing. 

https://sites.google.com/nv.ccsd.net/ccsa-training


o Traci explained that the ELL grant will not only increase proficiency of the targeted 

students, this will also reduce the gap between the highest and lowest performing 

groups, which will also positively impact our school ranking. 

 PRIORITY NEED/GOAL 2 – Reduce the overall gap between the highest/lowest performing 

groups in both reading (Caucasian/Black) and math (Caucasian/Hispanic). 

o Root causes – need to improve student engagement in metacognitive activities to 

increase their understanding of and responsibility for their own learning. 

 Although the goal is phrased to “reduce” the gap, we want every group 

increasing, not just the lowest group. We do not want the highest group 

decreasing. All students should benefit from the strategies that will be 

implemented. 

 The meaning of metacognitive was discussed and Sharla gave an example of 

how this works in reading. Students are placed in tiered groups based on 

their reading level. The kids are trained to self-monitor their progress so 

they can learn together and then be able to do it on their own. This helps 

kids understand when and how they are learning so they can move up 

through the tiers and improve proficiency. 

 This plan is exactly the same as last year, but proficiency dropped. A root 

problem is that we went to a new assessment. Proficiency dropped in the 

district as well as our zone. 

 A large part of the problem is that we are crippled for actionable data. 

Other schools have monthly assessments that grade levels can use to track 

progress and know where to differentiate areas of need. We don’t have 

access to those. We are looking at options. A school nearby bought a 

$19,000 assessment two years ago and had a large increase in proficiency. 

  It’s not the assessment that improves proficiency, but the teaching. A good 

assessment gives the teacher the data to target instruction. 

  The year we became a 5 star school we had the Discovery assessment that 

the teachers could use to target and strategize. The information was helpful 

and we made incredible improvements. The next year it was taken away 

and we did not do the SBAC that year. It was the last year of the CRT.  

o Action planning will include professional development, family engagement, 

curriculum/instructional/assessment  

 The RTI process referenced in the plan stands for Response To Instruction. A 

team will be developed to meet weekly in order to advise grade-level 

responses to assessments and standards. 

 The ELL supplemental plan will also be used in this goal since math does 

have language/vocabulary component to reason and justify answers 

 PRIORITY NEED/GOAL 3 – Reduce the number of students that felt mistreated, bullied or 

threatening others. Also reduce the number of student that felt teachers do not care about 

them. 

o Root causes – inconsistency of climate and culture in the school community 



  This is data from the district survey last December. Recently we took a 

grade 3-5 survey showed that the issues are still there but the numbers are 

much lower.  They will be taking the district survey again for this year soon.  

 We need to get the parents to take the survey. All staff and students take it, 

but very few parents. Most parents said they have not taken the survey 

because they don’t have the student ID number handy. Sharing that 

information with the link and the survey ID in the same place would help. 

Participation in the survey will be part of our star ranking as well. 

o Measurable objectives – reduce or eliminate the concerning numbers 

 Zero percent might not be possible, but it is good to have high expectations, 

especially related to teachers. Teachers need to show the children they 

matter and get to the root of problems by listening. 

 The team agreed by consensus to keep Measurable Objective #2 as written 

– “Reduce the number of students who felt teachers do not care about 

them from 18% to 0%.” 

o Action and Monitoring Plans – Will use the Leader In Me program for professional 

development and family engagement in this area.  

 PBIS training under professional development stands for Positive Behavioral 

Intervention Support – will support setting specific school-wide expectations 

of teachers and student behavior. Teachers are trained how to shift a 

mindset into a positive expression and develop school culture. 

 The final component of the School Performance Plan is the Budget Plan to cover resources 

needed to meet goals and objectives. It has three components. 

o Student Generated Funds ($4500) 

o ELL grant ($2310) 

o Strategic Budget ($28,900) 

4.0 General Discussion  

4.1 Agenda Planning: In December we may be getting budget information for the 17-18 school 

year. We may need to meet twice in January to discuss it and make decisions for next year on how to 

spend funds. The gist of the plan should be the same 

5.0 Information  

5.1 Next Meeting:  The next meeting will be Tuesday, December 12th.   

6.0 Public Comment – None 

The meeting was adjourned at 7:12 p.m. 


